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Hi folks, good Wednesday to you. It's May 29th, 2019. It is Wednesday, and as it is the case with all of 
our Wednesday's, we have a new trading idea coming to you today, as well as a bunch of other stuff. 
Today I want to go through a quick review of the market and what's happening with the market, go 
through our positions and look at those individually, and see if there's any adjustments or actions that 
are needed there. Want to make you aware of a couple of additional trades that are coming to you this 
week. Today, we're going to have a couple of adjustments coming to you after this video, and then 
Thursday, tomorrow, knock on wood, assuming that the market cooperates with us tomorrow, we 
should have a really, really nice just very short-term two day bonus trade for you tomorrow.

So, I'm excited about that. But we do want to get in and do a quick market review. As I am filming this 
video right now, it's about 8:00 AM mountain time, that'd be 10:00 AM Eastern time, and the market is 
selling off again. We're down 22 points on the S&P 500. You know, the key thing here, when the 
market's either go up or down, the "financial experts" the pundits on CNBC and all of the financial 
talking heads, they have to subscribe a reason to those market moves. And I guess hindsight 20/20. I 
think maybe sometimes they're right, sometimes they're wrong.

But the number that has been key here in the marketplace for quite a while now on the S&P 500 has 
been this 2800 level. You can see coming back here into late February that acted as a little bit of a 
stalling point, that was a resistance area in the marketplace. It worked as support here going into late 
March. It acted as support back here in early May. And we came down, and we've touched that here. 
This was last Thursday, that big selloff that we had on Thursday. And then we touched it again, and now 
today we've broken through that.

So, this is the big sort of technical news today, that not necessarily that the market is down, but that the 
market has breached and now is below that 2800 level. So, this is something that we want to keep our 
eye on. Market's do move down as well as up, and bull markets don't continue forever. The big talk right 
now with regards to why the market is selling off is obviously the trade wars. We've talked about the 
trade wars a little bit. But in addition to that, it's really the yield per inversion. And that's the big thing 
that we're looking at.

Generally, when you look at bonds and you look at bonds over time, the yield on those bonds is going to 
look... the yield curve is going to look something like that. Short term bonds obviously yield less than 
longterm bonds. Well right now, we have an inverted yield curve. And what's happening right now is 
that the three month treasure note is yielding more than the 10 year.

That is almost always a precursor to recessions. And there's a lot of pundit's out there right now saying 
that we are, you know just one or two bad pieces of news away from slipping into a recession. And so, 
as you've noted, we want to always sort of hope for the best and prepare for the worst, expect the 
worst. And we made some good money during the last selloff in December of last year. All of our trades 
were profitable. In fact, they were very profitable trades while the market was crashing all around us.

And so we want to be positioned again for that as we go forward, so just make a note that we will sort 
of have a lot of these negative delta neutrals, or negative deltas rather in our positioning going forward, 
just to prepare ourselves for more of a market downturn as a potential.

Let's quickly review our positions that we do have going on, and then again, I will alert you to some new 
trades and new adjustments that are coming to you today and tomorrow.
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Our AMD trade is doing quite well, it's well positioned, in terms of where it needs to be going into 
expiration. We do have a lot of trades, our AMD trade's 23 days out. Amazon is just nine days out. That's 
a shorter term one. But the RUT's 22 days, the UNH is 16 days, Bank of America is expiring this week.

So, with the exception of Amazon and Bank of America, we've still got a few weeks in these trades to get 
theta working in our favor. But AMD right now, as I said, 23 days to expiration, still in a good position 
right there. Amazon is interesting. Again, we had this massive selloff here in the marketplace today. And 
Amazon is coming down, it has come down several times here. And here we go, here's Amazon. We've 
come down several times, very, very close to our 1810 level that we have put in on our put leg on 
Amazon. And we've held those levels quite well, and been able to bounce back.

We do have some good, positive signs here in our indicators, even though we've been basically trending 
down here since the 16th of the month. So the last couple of weeks have been a down trend in Amazon, 
but we've been able to touch several times here this current level that we're at and hold that level.

We are having some buying volume yesterday, which was positive in Amazon, and our indicators do 
seem to be bottoming here. So, we're going to keep an eye on our Amazon position here. AMD's fine. 
Amazon is still in the profit zone, that's fine. But we're going to keep an eye on that.

The RUT trade is going to be a part of a bigger strategy that we're going to talk about today as we give 
you today's Wednesday trade of the week, and we're going to tie those all together. But the RUT's doing 
fine as well. We just need some time passage there to be able to move into the profit zone.

UNH is hanging in there, in retrospect with hindsight, had we known the Dow Jones industrial average 
was going to be down about 600 points from where we originally did our adjustment on this, we 
probably didn't need to do the adjustment. But hindsight always makes you question your decisions. 
UNH is still doing well for us, it's still within its profit zone. It's about 240 now. We've got the 260 on the 
top and the 235 on the bottom. A couple weeks, just a little over two weeks left in the UNH trade.

Bank of America is the trade that we will need to do an adjustment on again today. Probably several fold 
adjustment on Bank of America. Probably not going to roll out our put leg here today, but we will add to 
this trade. We will trade around this current position. We made add in the call leg, we may add in some 
additions to the put leg.

If we look at... and again, one of the nice things as we had one of our legs in Bank of America expire 
profitable last week, that was the 28 strike price that we had expire nicely profitable last week, that's 
freed up a lot of buying power for us. So, we should all have a little bit more buying power than we've 
been used to in the last few weeks because of some of those profitable positions that did expire. We did 
close out the SPX trade at a nice profit as well.

So, we will be adding to the Bank of America trade toady. But probably not rolling this until maybe 
Thursday or Friday. Just wanted to, on these two stocks here that are closed on Bank of America and 
Amazon. They are what we refer to as market correlated stocks. And a market correlated stock is a stock 
that really, for all intents and purposes, it doesn't necessarily trade on its own merits. It trades based on 
what the overall market is doing. And you can see, here's Amazon right here, here's Bank of America 
right here. And then here's the S&P 500, here's the overall stock market.
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And of course, it's never going to be a penny for penny correlation. But you can see that these three 
charts sort of overlaid on top of each other look very, very similar to one to another. And so, what the 
market does is probably what Bank of America and Amazon are going to do. And of course, we've got 
this selloff taking place right now in the marketplace. So, we just want to be aware of that as we are 
looking at those.

One other thing, quickly that I did want to mention was XLRE. So, on XLRE I think I do have... Yes. We 
have finally got a little bit of a break here in XLRE, and we are in a position now to be able to do another 
adjustment on XLRE. So again, just quick FYI for you on where we're at today. We will be giving you a 
brand new trading idea today. Later on today, we will have some alerts coming out on Bank of America, 
as well as XLRE. On Thursday which is tomorrow, we may have the roll or another adjustment on Bank of 
America as well as a bonus trade. This bonus trade's just going to be a two day long trade, and it should 
have some really nice profit potential in it, so I'm excited about that.

But let's go ahead and let's get into our trade of the day, and sort of explain strategy that you can use 
this with to set up sort of an auto-pilot approach to doing iron condors.

So up until this point, over the last couple of weeks, we've given you a couple of trades. A couple weeks 
ago, we gave you the SPX, which is the S&P 500. That's the broad based index for the overall stock 
market. We gave you the RUT, the R-U-T, that's the Russell 2000. These are small cap stocks. And today, 
we're going to talk about the NDX. Now NDX is the NASDAQ. That's the NASDAQ stock exchange.

The NASDAQ stock exchange is more of the technology stocks. Now, there's a strategy that you can use 
that a lot of trades will use with their iron condor trading, where they will use these three ticker 
symbols. This is all they will use to trade iron condors with, and the process is pretty simple. If you look 
at time, as we go out over time, and we look at price, we understand that there is a huge market 
correlation between these three markets. That there is a big correlation there between those three. 
They move in sort of locked step.

But at any given time on any given day, one of these is going to have more IV, its going to have more 
applied volatility than the other one. They do have a little bit of a Yin and yang where they will move a 
little separately one to another.

So, number one, the theory is hey, if I'm going to trade simple, here's three ticker symbols that I need to 
trade with, I don't have to go out and look for dozens and dozens of trading opportunities. Number two, 
I don't have to worry about big gaps happening because I'm trading the overall market rather than an 
individual stock. Number three, I can do this overtime, so that if I'm doing each one of these, every three 
or four weeks, basically I've got a different trade going on expiring every single week.

So maybe week one, we do the SPX here at this particular price level, that would be our mid-point. And 
then the next week out here, we're going to do the RUT at maybe a different mid-point. Then this week 
out here, we're going to do the NMX, we're going to do the NASDAQ and so on and so forth. And so one 
of the things that we've done is we have diversified over time. We've got different trades expiring every 
single week within this process. Number two, we've diversified out over price. Obviously, every single 
week, the overall markets are moving up and down. So you don't want to take your entire life savings, 
your entire portfolio poured into one iron condor. You want to spread it out so that over time, you've 
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got those logged in at different prices. And you saw that on the SPX trade that we just took profits on in 
a very short period of time.

Now, all of these are cash settled options. They are European settlement options. We've said that, we 
gave you a couple of examples of those here to look at, just so that you could have a hand in trading 
some of these and get some experiences at a cash settled option.

We've also said that traders generally don't like these, and that they are generally not going to give you 
the best pricing, they're not going to give you the best rate of return. It is probably more likely that you 
will have better success with their ETF counterparts. And that would be the SPY. In fact, let's put this in a 
different color just to denote here what the actually ticker symbols, most people used to do this. The 
SPY, we've traded that several times, you guys are familiar with that. On the Russell, the ticker symbol is 
IWM, and on the NASDAQ, the ticker symbol is QQQ.

Now, we're going to do today the Q's. And we're going to talk about an additional reason why most 
people like to trade the ETF's rather than the actual index itself. So, let's go ahead, let's just take a look 
at the NDX, the NASDAQ, and you'll get an idea of maybe why we do generally prefer to trade the Q's, 
the ETF that tracks the NASDAQ rather than the cash settled option itself.

So, if we come in here to our account, let's look at the NDX. We can pull that up, if we look at a chart of 
it you can see that it does really look like the overall chart of the SPY or any of the other major industries 
out there, they do track very similarly in that aspect. But if we were to do a trade on the NDX, let's just 
click our trade button, let's just go out 30 days, let's click an iron condor, let's widen it out here until we 
get to, oh let's so maybe... there's 70, there's 77, there's almost 79% probability of profit. This would be 
something that you guys are familiar with, this is something that we've done quite often here in our 
trade. We almost have to shrink this down a little bit here, just to be able to get this. There we go.

So, this is something that you're all familiar with. Well, if we did one contract on this, let's click one 
contract here, you can see that one contract is going to be about $2000, okay? So this is the primary 
reason why people, instead of trading the NDX would rather trade the Q's. Because one contract is not 
going to be $2000, it's going to be a lot cheaper. And it's the exact same thing that we're going to be 
trading.

So, let's go ahead, let's put that in, and let's pull up our trading ideas here. Let's look at the market 
overall right now, let's see if we can find out where we would want to put a trade in at.

So again, using the Q's as a proxy to the NASDAQ, we are looking here at a trading range of about 164 on 
the downside, that's our last consolidation area, and about 188 on our upside, which would be our 
previous consolidation area, barring this all time high breakout right here. That also puts us fairly 
equidistant in the trade. It also puts us nicely positioned between a nice support level of the 200 day 
moving average, and a nice resistance level of the 50 day moving average.

So, if we look at about the 164 level on the downside, about the 188 level on the topside, we can see 
what that might look like here, let's click the trade button. And I've already kind of been looking at this. 
If I look at a curve here, that illustrates it maybe a little bit better. I am looking at the June 28 expiration. 
So June 28th, that is 30 days out. We're going quite a bit above and below the lines that we've said. 
We're going down to the 162's. So again, if we look at the charts here, we're saying that about 164 
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would be the downside, 188 the upside. We're looking at the 162's and the 190's here. So, that gives us 
a little bit better probability of profit. That would be a 79% pop with a 90% probability of achieving at 
least 50% of our profit potential in this trade. We've got a lot of IV, a lot of implied volatility coming into 
the market right now, so this is a really, really good looking trade. With a 90% probability of extracting 
half of our profit potential out of the trade, and it being priced around 50 cents right now, just looking 
here quickly.

Yeah, if we did five contracts on that, that would require an investment of about $1800, and bring in 
about $200 in income credit. That is quite a bit above average in terms of what we have been able to 
generate on 80% pop trades prior to this. And again, that's a reflection of the implied volatility that's 
being forced into the market place today.

But we want to look at this trade right here. So again, let me give you the parameters for the trade. It is 
the June 28th expiration date. That's going to give us a 30 day window here. We're looking at selling the 
162 puts. We're selling the 162 puts. We're buying back the 158 puts. So, we're looking at what, a four 
dollar spread there. On the call leg, we are selling the 190 calls, and then we're buying back the 194's.

Now, I wanted to show you quickly here in a table view, tells us that our nat price on this is 49 cents, 
that would be the credit. If we look at this, woops, if we look at this in a table view, this is another 
reason why people prefer to trade the Q's rather than the NDX, rather than the cash settled index itself. 
Because this is a higher volume, more popular traded vehicle, you generally have really, really tight 
spreads. This is the ideal trading vehicle. If you can find something where there's no spread in between 
the bid ask, it's bid at 48, asked at 49, that's perfect. That means that it is very liquid, it's highly tradable, 
and you're not going to have what we as traders call a lot of slippage.

Slippage is where number one, we've got to pay commissions. Number two, you have some trading fees 
on top of that. Number three, if we're having to deal with the spread costs, and then finally number 
four, if we're doing it once, twice, three, four times inside of an iron condor, you start to get an 
understanding of why pretty much, it is a given that every iron condor that we do will start out as a loss. 
Simply because of the overhead that is built into that trade. And then of course, as we have the erosion 
of time, we hopefully move into the profit zone.

But we don't have a lot of slippage. We don't have a big spread here on the Q's. And so that's why they 
are highly tradable right there. So, I guess what that means for us is that we're not going to do probably 
better than the nat price. We could put it in at 50, and it might sit there all day long and eventually tick 
one penny for you one way or the other and grab that. But we're probably going to need to stick with 
the nat price on this right now.

So, we're going to go ahead, I'm going to look at doing five contracts on this. The price is dropping right 
now, so I'm going to put it in at 49, let's see what that would give me. That would require about $1777, 
bring it about 222. So, I'm going to send that. I did get filled at the 49 cent price level.

So again here, if we just look at today's activity, let's get rid of the rest of our trading information here 
and there we go. There is our trade for today, okay? So if we look at this agan, highlight that for you, it 
was the QQQ that we traded. I got it filled 49 cents. That's the order execution right there. I used five 
contracts, you may use a different amount. That required about $1700 from me, that leaves me enough 
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to go out and do the XLRE adjustment, the Bank of America adjustment and the bonus trade that I'm 
going to give you guys tomorrow on Thursday.

So, I used five contracts, June 28th expiration, 30 days out. Sell on the 162 puts, buying back the 158s. 
Sell on the 190 calls, buying back the 194s. So, there's your trading idea for today folks. And again, look 
for some additional adjustments today as well on the XLRE and Bank of America. Talk to you guys 
tomorrow with another bonus trade. Have a good day.
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